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                          Research findings 
History of coming out and social issues

The obvious start point project was to look into the history/ origin of the phrase 
“coming out”.  Article by The Conversation, says that gay men during the 1930’s bor-
rowed “term from debutante society” and was used to describe homosexual men 
coming out.

Podcasts
when it came to podcast i wanted to see how fellow podcast creators approached 
interviewing individuals. This helped me direct me and gave me some tips.

Animation
I looked at a range of different animators, seeing how they use a range of different 
processes and mediums to build their own stories and narratives. i came to really 
love the stop motion short ‘the awakening’ due to its texture and layering. it show-
cased the methods of traditonal handcraft.
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PODCAST
The podcast
 I have interviewed a range of individuals who identity within the LGBTQ+ communi-
ty, to discuss their experiences of coming out and the journey leading up to it. The 
interviews were around  15-30 minutes and have been uploaded as a podcast epi-
sode under the projects title over. The podcast can found on soundcloud and the ani-
mation on youtube. The participants were sent a final cut of their episode before up-
loading, in order to listen and change any elements they wish to be removed. A link 
was emailed to them as soon as the episode was released.
I have only asked willing and fully informed (of the project) participants to part-
take in the interviews.
Interviews have been captured via the video conferencing app “zoom”. Where the 
discussions have been recorded and converted into audio files. The video will NOT be 
used for the project and will be deleted straight after the audio is extracted.
How the interview will be carried out:
Questions will be sent out before the interview to all participants
I will ask you to introduce yourself and how you identify (name and age is optional 
as it is your choice on wanting to remain Anonymous or not)
Question one: When, how, and who did you come out to?
Question two: When did you realize you was a part of the LGBTQ+ community?
Question three: Was there anything/anyone that helped you through the coming out 
process?
Question four: In the future, do you think there will be a need to come out?
The interview will then conclude and I will explain the following steps that will take 
place post discussion.
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“So i’m just going to ask you to introduce 
yourself”

-
Im just going to start off by asking you 

what part of the LGBTQ+ community would 
you identify yourself with?

-
Its fine, I love being sassy…so its..its not a 
problem.Obviously coming out is such a big 
thing for many people and  (I’m) interest-
ed to see different peoples viewpoints.. I 
guess not viewpoints, but experiences on 
how they came out. So, at what age were 

you when you came out?
-

//Sorry, at that point did you know you 
were gay?

-
Yeah

So, who did you actually come out to then?
-

//what do you mean weird?

*laughter*

Hello, my name is Liam Perks.. and I’m 20 
years old.

-
Erm.. gay.That sounded bit sassy didn’t it

-
-

Urm, i was about 15 or 16 and I was having 
dreams and they just didn’t fit right… erm 
with the way- obviously, the stereotypi-
cal social ‘I’ is seen by us… urm and I just 
felt this real urge to tell somebody, I just 

couldn’t hold it in any more

At that// Urm//
-

No, I came out as BI (bisexual) to be-
gin with… urm…I didn’t use as a gateway 

should we say.. I just wasn’t.. I wasn’t quite 
sure what I was.

-
It was just school friends.. not every close 
school friends either.. it was quite weird to 

be fair//

*laughter*
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                             Analysis

First animation of the year:
for the first stop motion experiemnet, i wanted to create a door opening up to reveal the pride flag. This ex-
periement helped me to get an idea of what it takes to make a stop motion video from concept to finish. I de-
cided to use a range of found fabric around my home. Textiles to me represent warm and safety, so felt it 
would fit perfectly for the theme and purpose of the project. The cotton i used was quite heavy and would of-
ten fall back on its self, which messed up the previous frames. when editing, i soon realised that the flow of 
the video will be clunky. This was due to not enough frames and too much spacing shots. With is in mind, this is 
something i focused on in my next experient.

The website
It is important for me to create a space where all of the outcomes of this project will exist. A place where it 
can be accessed by anyone and everyone. i made sure to stray away from making something simplistic and 
minimal, as it wouldn’t have reflected the homely and warm vibes im trying to present. i made it a point  to 
make it as interactive as possible.For example, the first page is of a website is a door where you have to click 
the handle inorder to access the rest of the site.

The podcast:
the first podcast episode of five. having the ability of engaging with others and listening to their stories was a 
really special and intimate moment. i made sure to create an atmosphere where the individual would feel safe 
and not underpressor. Idid this by creating a preliminary chat to check in on them and break the ice break so to 
speak, before pressing the reocrd button.
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MIXED MEDIA 
SCENE



following on from sparrow, i wanted to 
look into animators who use felt within 
their works. Thats when i came across 
Lawerence Becker, an american anima-
tor who has created work for tv shows 
like the ‘The Tonight show jimmy fal-
lon’. I found his style of animating very 
interesting, and was something i tried 
out.



MEDIUM RESEARCH
Lucy sparrow is a british textile artist who 
focuses on the themes of mass distribu-
tion. Most of her installations are repli-
cating the contents of shops, supermar-
kets and pharamacies. She does this by 
using the medium felt. when asked why, 
she mentions how its an easy, cheap, and a 
great medium to work with.





OBJECT REP-
LICATION





ANIMATION 
FRAMING



                      Analysis 
Animation one:
This was the first response to the podcast audio,I wanted to attempt to visually 
follow the individuals narration. i used a range of cotton and felt fabric. The cot-
ton became quite flimsy and would often move when animating. The felt on the 
other hand was ideal, it would remain in the previous position without moving. 
i also felt that the style of replicating a scene became too time consuming and 
would waste a lot of material. which is something i try to stray away from when 
creating.

Animation two:
A development on the last animation, i decided to create a simple design of a 
door handle made out of felt. i found that this material was alot easier to work 
with for this project, so i will be taking that forward for future anImations

Animation three:
I wanted to experiement with the location of where the pieces will be animated. 
Throughout this project, i plan on using materials and mediums that represent 
warmth and a sense of homeliness. The embroidery frame was placed on a cof-
fee table, to represent the idea of domestic and conversation.Which i feel fits my 
desired goal. The use of a frame was an interesting pathway, the idea of having 
everything incapsulated within one area, reminds me of a chapter or a snapshot. 
A idea i plan on developing more on in the near future.
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 “Purple for the asexual 
flag... and i just love the 
colour!” 
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“i keep going back to 
this one because it feels 
like a blanket i used to 
have as a child”
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“ It’s pretty..its nice and 
thin...and shear, which i 
like. its also transparent, 
like how ive been
with you”
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“I dont know how to 
explain it, i just like 
pink”
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                       Analysis 
It was interesting to see the individuals interacting and 
connecting with the variety of different fabrics. i feel 
that its important to both have a line of communication 
and transparency with those involved with the project. 
As you can see, they respnded differently to each of their 
choices and linked them mostly to nostalgia, feeling or 
athestic. Moving forward, im planning on using the their 
chosen fabrics as a background in the frames for the ani-
mations.
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Through out this project, one of the big-
gest challenges has been trying to work 
out how i will visually narrate alongside 
the individuals voice. That was until i 
came across the youtube trend ‘draw my 
life’. Where the content creator, in this 
case Zoella, pre-records audio and draws 
images that reflect the story shes telling. 
She focuses on  one scene for each life 
chapter she discusses. This was some-
thing i took forward for finding visual 
cues to animate.



RESEARCH:
DRAW MY LIFE
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TO ANIMATE
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AFTER EFFECTS
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AFTER EFFECTS



                      Analysis 
Frame designs
After watching some ‘draw my life’ videos, i decided to draw up some illustrations 
that follow the flow of the individuals voice. i was quite happy with the content of 
each frame. However, whilst animating, i found myself adding little bits here and 
there.

Animation setup
With limited resources and access at the time, i made an adhoc approach to creat-
ing my own aniamtion setup. Transforming  a regular 6ft tripod into a over head tri-
pod.That was with the help of tape, counterweights and bands. which worked quite 
well, however, could wobble and shake at times when animating.

Mock animation intro 
After looking back at many different animations and animators, most pieces had 
some form of introduction at the begining of the video. This was something i want-
ed to try, so i created a video sketch of a mock intro i could build on. after looking at 
the final result, i didnt like the cold and harsh disconnect between the title and ani-
mation. so, this was something i decided to develop further one.

Foley noises
Inspired by tradtional film work and also Beckers animation, i wanted to play 
around with making the work come alive abit more. I approach this my scowering 
my apartment to collect objects that can replicate the same noises as the objects 
within the animation. for example, liquid being spilt and poured into a tall glass. 
when captured and placed into the animation, it added abit more depth and layering 
in the video. which is something i came to enjoy.
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